
London chocolate heist 

As quick as a flash, a slim fit man ran down the alley until he saw a chunky police officer blocking 
his path. Picking up speed and grasping the Coco Le Bar loot in his hand, he leaped on the wall 
rapidly so he could ‘wall ride’ to get past. The Great Chocolate Thief, Bernard Lightfinger slipped 
through the cops’ fingers once again.  

His nostrils filled with the delightful, one of a kind, chocolate scent of his loot. Even though he 
was tempted to eat it, he knew he had to deliver it to the boss, Big Chokereto. Lightfinger could 
move at the speed of light so he was at the base in a matter of seconds. He used his ID card 
to enter the fortified area and saw the boss waiting impatiently.  

Almost immediately, Chokereto took a bite of the mouth-watering chocolate and instantly 
recognised who made it. Big Chokereto thought if he could take hold of this recipe, he could 
become the greatest chocolate maker in the entire world. Quietly sitting in the corner of the 
room was Ellie Smith (Bernard’s partner in crime). Her brown hair was dangling down her back. 
Being medium height and rather plain, she blended in making her the perfect criminal and 
double agent. Seeing a message on her phone, Ellie zipped up her police jacket and went to 
the station for work.  

Months of preparation had led to the greatest heist of all time to penetrate the ancient gate of 
Coco Le Bar’s chocolate factory. Ellie was now one of the most trusted cops on the force and 
was part of many secret missions. She helped to arrest some of the forces’ most wanted 
criminals making her a very valuable double agent.  

The day had come. The clock struck midnight!  

Under the sewers, Bernard Lightfinger and Ellie Smith waded through the foul, fetid feaces. 
Keeping them going, was the thought of the ultimate chocolate recipe. Every now and then, 
they lifted up a manhole cover to check their location. A S.W.A.T officer, who was surrounding 
the perimeter, noticed a clink in the metal lid. They had him. Stealthily, the entire force went 
down the sewers surrounding Bernard Lightfinger. Hearing the creak from the manhole ahead, 
Ellie ripped off her top to reveal her officer uniform and slipped into the crowd. 

 * * *  

Back at the station, the officers were celebrating the arrest of the notorious Lightfinger. Ellie 
slowly placed her hand in her pocket and held the missing Coco Le Bar’s ancient recipe 
checking it was still there. Her plan to become a part-time chocolate maker had worked! 
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